
Love and Louis XIV - The Extravagant Reign
of the Sun King
The reign of Louis XIV, also known as the Sun King, is often regarded as one of
the most remarkable periods in French history. This era was marked by an
extravagant lifestyle, grandeur, and a flourishing culture. However, behind the
opulence and power, a significant aspect that contributed to Louis XIV's legacy
was the love life of this iconic ruler.

Known for his numerous affairs and passionate relationships, Louis XIV was a
captivating figure who embraced both love and power. His romantic escapades
were not only scandalous but also played a crucial role in shaping his reign and
the court culture of Versailles.

One of the most famous love stories associated with Louis XIV is his relationship
with the brilliant Madame de Maintenon. Her influence on the king was immense,
and their bond defied societal norms, as she was a widow and of lower social
status. This love affair evolved over time, with Madame de Maintenon eventually
becoming Louis XIV's second wife and exerting considerable influence over him.
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Apart from his relationship with Madame de Maintenon, Louis XIV was known for
his numerous mistresses, each adding their own flavor to his life. One of the most
notable mistresses was Louise de La Vallière, who captured the king's heart with
her grace and beauty. She bore him children and left a mark in history as a
passionate lover who had to relinquish her position to Madame de Montespan.

Madame de Montespan, with her wit and charm, became the principal mistress of
the Sun King. Their relationship lasted for over a decade, during which she bore
the king seven children. Her influence extended beyond their romantic ties, as
she played a prominent role in court politics and was known for her extravagant
lifestyle.

Love in the court of Versailles was not limited to the king alone. The royal
courtiers engaged in their own romantic dalliances and often sought favor from
the monarch through love affairs. The court of Louis XIV became a breeding
ground for intrigue, passion, and rivalry, with love becoming a currency for power
and social elevation.

Love and romance during Louis XIV's reign had a profound impact on society and
the arts. The extravagant displays of affection and courtship became a symbol of
status and elegance. The courtiers competed to outdo each other in hosting
grand balls, musical events, and lavish parties, all aimed at attracting the king's
attention and favor.

Artists of the time drew inspiration from the passion and extravagance in the
courtly love affairs. Paintings, sculptures, and literature depicted scenes of
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romance, seduction, and longing. Love became an essential theme in the art of
the period, capturing the emotions and desires of the nobility.

However, the love affairs of Louis XIV were not without consequences. The
extravagant lifestyle and excessive spending on mistresses and courtly events
strained the finances of the kingdom. The lavish displays of affection reflected the
king's power and wealth but also contributed to the discontent among the
common people, who struggled with poverty and hardship.

Love and Louis XIV became synonymous with excess and indulgence. The
pursuit of passion and devotion brought both glory and controversy to the Sun
King's reign. Despite the scandals and the economic strain, the love stories of
Louis XIV and his courtiers continue to fascinate and captivate us today, offering
a glimpse into the opulent world of a ruler who embraced love alongside power.
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Louis XIV, the highly-feted “Sun King”, was renowned for his political and cultural
influence and for raising France to a new level of prominence in seventeenth-
century Europe. And yet, as Antonia Fraser keenly describes, he was equally
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legendary in the domestic sphere. Indeed, a panoply of women—his mother,
Anne; mistresses such as Louise de la Vallière, Athénaïs de Montespan, and the
puritanical Madame de Maintenon; and an array of courtesans—moved in and
out of the court. The highly visible presence of these women raises many
questions about their position in both Louis XIV’s life and in France at large. With
careful research and vivid, engaging prose, Fraser makes the multifaceted life of
one of the most famous European monarchs accessible and vibrantly current.
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